LAURA
FRANCE | FEMALE | 16 YEARS OLD
Interests/Hobbies: Reading, anime, listening to music, Japanese culture, fashion,
current events
Sports: Dancing: Ballet during 6 years; Modern Jazz: 6 years; Contemporain: 4 years;
Jazz: 1 year,
Languages: French (Native), Spanish (Fair / 5 years studied)
Family: Dad (Head hunter), mom (Speech therapist), brother (21)

PROGRAM

Student Letter

Arrival:
August 2022

I'm Laura I'm almost 17 years old, I live with both of my parents, my mother is a
speech therapist and my father is a head hunter, I have an older brother named
Nicolas that studies so he doesn't live with us but we still near.

Age on Arrival:
17
Duration:
Academic Year
Student ID:
AY22FR27-12
Allergies/Special Diet:
No / No
Religion:
none

Full of humor and sarcasm, I may seem a little reserved but I'm curious to learn from
people, from their experiences, I like to listen to them and support them. I live in
music and I listen to all sorts of it (classical; rap; indie; hip-hop) I used to play ﬂute for
4 years but I stopped when I entered "college" (the equivalent of middle school). Since
I'm 6 years old I practiced dance, I experimented with Classical, Contemporain,
modern-jazz, and jazz but I had to stop because of my high school's schedule, I kinda
miss it. I love to go out with my friends, go to parties with them. I love reading (
dramatic, detective story), I recently started to read in English. I have always been
interested to learn more about other cultures, especially languages, I recently started
to learn Japanese ( which is extremely diﬃcult but so exciting) and discover a passion
for Greek mythology. Thanks to my parents, I traveled a lot, each destination has
always represented very enriching experiences. Later, I would like to work in the area
of international relations - diplomacy to use languages and travel around the world.

Borderless Friends Forever
https://borderlessfriends.org

Would you like to host this student?
Call (919) 285-2693 or email info@borderlessfriends.org

Borderless Friends Forever promotes world peace through cultivating opportunities for cultural and educational exchanges. These exchanges allow
people to learn more about each other’s core values. We bring the international traveler and the host family together to create meaningful
relationships through which we celebrate our differences and similarities.

